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To choose what NOT to say for this talk proved more difficult than choosing what to say.  

This because so much has been said already about Eve in Christian history.  It frustrates 

any attempt to track an easy thread of argument across the two millennia of Christian 

thought, worship, and imagery.  Seemingly anything that could be said or depicted 

about Eve, has.   

 

This cacophony of Eve narratives derives from her very status as the primordial, 

archetypal woman.  As the “first” woman, she has suffered the task of absorbing the 

varied Christian arguments about gender and women across time.  She has been the 

screen onto which assertions (and myths) about women’s intrinsic nature and dignity 

have been projected.  And her body has been the field on which battles between gender 

narratives that affirm competing social orders have been fought.  You can’t help but feel 

for this mother of humanity, who has had to take so much abuse from her children – 

manipulated and employed, often attacked, for this or that argument – those both 

supporting women’s rights and those opposing gender equality. In this sense, she is the 

figure of the silenced woman on whose body politics is waged ... something that many 

women can perhaps resonate with -- especially Muslim women, perhaps, but really all of 

us whose bodies and our control of them are often debated in the public sphere, 

sometimes exclusively by men (who can forget the image of an all male panel on the Hill 

debating women's access to contraception?).   

 

As such, this is where I landed in preparation: with a conviction that Eve might finally 

serve as the ultimate figure of women’s empowerment and dignity in my tradition, if 

only we can untangle her, liberate her, heal her, from the violence that has been done 

to her over the millennia – particularly at the hands of dominating male leaders in my 

tradition.  Put another way, I want to argue this: if we can liberate and restore Eve to 

dignity on her own terms, then perhaps we can help restore the dignity of all Christian 

women who continue to have violence inflicted on them by certain interpretations of 

the tradition.  

 

But first, let me begin by trying to track, even if imperfectly, the dominant narratives 

about Eve within Christianity.   

 



There have generally been two strands of thought about Eve throughout Christian 

history.  The first, and most dominant, has been an interpretation of the Genesis 

account that renders Eve second in importance to Adam, and that illustrates women’s 

propensity to sin and then to seduce man into sin. These interpretations have derived 

out of, and in turn supported, women’s unequal status in religious, social, and political 

life.  The second, and competing, strand of interpretation of Eve emphasizes her equal 

status with Adam in God’s eyes, her initiative, and her unfair treatment in the hands of 

male interpreters.  This has been a minority voice to be sure, but it has existed from the 

beginning.   

 

Let’s start with the first, which finds its voice in the letters attributed to the apostle Paul, 

an early follower of Jesus just after his death and perhaps the most important figure in 

establishing the church.  In his letters, he draws from the Genesis story to argue that 

“woman was made for man, not the other way around" (Corinthians 11:8-9). Later, he 

says that women cannot teach or have authority because they came second, from 

Adam, and were the source of transgression (1 Timothy 2:9-15).  And so the seeds for 

this interpretation of Eve are sown in the Christian scriptures themselves.  The early 

Church fathers built on, and so further entrenched, this reading of Eve.  Tertullian 

described Eve as the cause for everything bad in the world.  He described her as the 

“devil’s gateway” – responsible for corrupting Adam.  Augustine, perhaps the most 

important and authoritative figure in the development of Christianity, and one who had 

a notorious time living a life devoted to God because of his self-professed (in great 

detail) sexual appetite for women, not surprisingly advanced similar ideas of Eve as 

temptress and the cause for man’s own bad behavior and sinfulness.   

 

In other words, these interpretations interpret Eve as depicting the inherent sinfulness 

of women – arguing that women are susceptible to getting into trouble when left on 

their own, when unsupervised by men.  They go further by blaming women for luring 

men away from upright behavior.  If not for women, these interpreters imply if not say 

outright, men would be living in a state of pure grace and pure moral righteousness.  

These interpretations reflect often reflect early Christian anxiety about sexuality as 

impure.  And these interpretations have been built on throughout the centuries, still 

found today in explicit and implicit ways. It’s perhaps not surprising these are 

interpretations have been advanced primarily by men.  

 

The second stream of interpretation emphasizes arguments for gender equality derived 

from the Genesis account.  It draws on Christian scriptural precedence, such as Paul’s 

formulation that in Christ there is no male or female (Galatians 3:28) – in other words, 



Christ is the great social equalizer, destroying social distinctions that imply one person 

or group is better than another.  This interpretation emphasizes that in Eden, there was 

no gender hierarchy.  It was the introduction of sin that led to the subordination of one 

gender to another, thus thwarting God’s will.  Thus, when God says in Genesis that 

following the act of rebellion by Adam and Eve, women shall be ruled over by men, this 

is descriptive rather than prescriptive. According to this interpretation, we thus 

understand the oppression of women by men as an act of sin and disobedience, rather 

than obedience to God’s will.  God's intention is for equality -- that is reflective of 

Kingdom of God on earth.  Another side of this egalitarian interpretation emphasizes 

that Adam was just as culpable for the Fall as Eve.  Certainly the tradition has not let 

Adam off the hook.  

 

This interpretation has been a minority voice in Christian history, to be sure.  But it has 

persisted.  Even Augustine admitted that women, like men, were created in the image of 

God.  Medieval women mystics and writers, like Hildegard of Bingen or Christine de 

Pizan, redeemed Eve by giving her an exalted status.  Protestant Reformers like Calvin 

interpreted Eve in ways that supported women’s equality to men in the religious and 

spiritual realms, if not the political one, thus setting the stage for women’s ordination 

within Protestantism.  Finally, the rise of feminism in the West has transformed 

Christian Biblical hermeneutics and theology.  Phyllis Trible’s interpretation of Eve in 

1972 introduced the idea that Eve, the final point of God’s evolutionary creation, was 

the crowning glory of God, who saved the best for last.    

 

Both streams of thought have attempted to write onto Eve narratives that derived from 

and supported particular social gender orders.  This much is clear.  In the hands of 

female interpreters, Eve has tended to fare better. But the patriarchy of Christian 

tradition which has privileged male interpretive authority, meaning that the egalitarian 

renderings of Eve have often been muted.   

 

By seeing how male religious leaders, not just the interpreters but even the writers of 

these texts, have used Eve to justify discrimination of women, we learn an important 

lesson – one with religious implications.  We see illustrated the human propensity to 

degrade others in order to affirm oneself – to build up oneself over and against another 

– something about which Jesus and Paul were concerned.  

  

This, then, returns us to my starting place:  if we can understand how Eve has been used 

as a tool, objectified, by interpreters through the centuries to advance their own 



agendas, we can begin to recover her as a source of empowerment.  How do we find her 

voice in all this?  I look forward to discussing this with all of you. 

 

But moreover – I also want us to consider: what can we learn by reading this story 

through the ages about how to challenge and transform religious interpretations and 

narratives that condone violence – to offer counternarratives? 

 

I find several lessons: 

 

1. That female interpretive power is important, and has real consequences.  We 

need to support religious education for women that allows them to encounter 

their scripture unmediated by men, to offer their own interpretations of it, and 

to affirm these as authoritative interpretations. 

 

2. That you still need traditional authoritative figures to lend support.  Take the 

seeds where you can – from Paul, from Jesus, from Calvin – and exploit them for 

all you can.  Build on them.  

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   



Awais Questions:  

 Was Eve created just for Adam's enjoyment? 

Described as a helper to Adam.  Augustine interpreted this as Eve being made purely for 
procreation.  After all, if Adam needed a helper for anything else – manual labor or the 
comfort of another’s presence – a male companion would have been better, argued 
Augustine. 

What we must remember is that when Adam was alone in paradise, he was lonely, 
restless.  It is only in the form of human relationship that Adam -- or any of us -- can rest 
in God, and perhaps even know God.  This is what I take from the creation of a 
companion – of two humans from one.   

If you take Trible's understanding of Adam as androgynous, then this gets you away 
from an assumption that Eve is distinct from Adam.   

 Can a person examine Eve's story and argue that Eve is equal to Adam? 

The gender hierarchal interpretation in Christian thought finds its roots in the passage 
from Paul’s letter that says women are subordinate to man because they were made 
from man – they are second to him.  There is a strong tradition in my denomination of 
arguing with Paul.  So let me do as my denomination encourages, and argue against Paul 
– after all, we are equal disciples in Christ, the great equalizer, so his interpretation 
cannot trump mine.  My understanding is akin in some ways to ancient Greek thought – 
that we can understand Adam as being both male and female – two in one.  The 
creation of Eve means a creation from one into two.  Adam was not male until God 
separated out that which was female to create Eve.  Eve and Adam are thus two parts of 
one whole – encompassing both genders, sexes, in ways that reflect the gender 
inclusiveness of God.  This is an interpretation also advanced by Phyllis Trible.  

 Is the debate on Eve's legacy a matter of honest scriptural disagreement or 
scriptural manipulation?  

There is no one “right” scriptural interpretation in Christianity.  There is always debate 
among authoritative interpretations, and different manners of interpreting – literal, 
metaphorical, mystical.  This has been true from the beginning.  The two interpretive 
strands I described above find precedent in the scripture.  They can be argued from it.  
But the question is, which one is more persuasive, and what is the impact of one versus 
another?  Again, I return to Jesus’ formula for us that our interpretation of scripture 
must build up love of God and one another.  Which interpretation does that best? 

 How has patriarchy shaped Eve's story over hundreds and thousands of years? 



We bring to scriptural interpretations particular assumptions, biases, experiences.  
Because patriarchy has meant that interpretive authority has been vested in men 
through Xn history, this has meant the dominant narratives associated with Eve have 
been from male perspectives.  

 What is a scriptural example that could be interpreted as portraying Eve as less 
than Adam? How would you counter that interpretation/argument? 

The rib – Eve as derived from Adam, secondary. 

Eve as made in image of Adam, Adam as in image of God.  Goes against the multiple 
references to both of them created in God’s image. 

 Is Eve an empowering figure? If yes, how?  
 If Eve is an empowering figure, can her story be framed to promote human 

rights, especially for women?  

First, by lifting up those passages affirming her dignity, her worth.  The egalitarian 
stream.  But secondly, by studying her, and her treatment over time, we see how men 
have enacted violence on her.   

 How do you respond when Eve's story is explicitly or implicitly used to justify 
gender inequity? (An example is arguing that God's will is for men and women to 
be treated differently - in terms of rights, etc. - because of the different moral 
planes represented by the first man and first woman.)   

Personally, I seek to apply a gospel hermeneutic to scriptural interpretation.  That is to 
say, every admonition and story must be interpreted through the lens of Jesus’ 
teachings and the gospel message.  So applying the gospel hermeneutic to Genesis 
accounts, we must seek to discover how they affirm Jesus’ teachings of command to 
love God and to love neighbor.  He described these as the two greatest commandments 
on which all teachings – all the scripture that came before him -- must hang.  How can 
we interpret these passages in ways that build up love of God and each other?  If you 
come away from a scripture passage that fails to do these two things, than you haven’t 
found it’s true meaning yet.  Keep working.  
 


